the smart choice
EASE OF USE

The TripleXtract™ System is a 3-20 pound per hour alcohol extraction system, designed for maximum extraction of plant essentials with the least amount of effort. Our solvent extraction system utilizes three easy-to-change inline filters. All components are ergonomically located for safe and quick operation with minimal movements.

The system can be quickly and easily relocated to any location and is designed to work seamlessly with the SprayVap™ system or any other oil-solvent separator to operate as one continuous closed loop system. It is designed to be used with any type of ethanol recovery.

SMART EXTRACTION SYSTEMS

Colorado Extraction Systems manufacturers oil extraction, solvent recovery, distillation and recrystallization equipment for a variety of industries. All our equipment utilizes cutting-edge precision for total chemical separation. We use only the best in class, Made-in-America components.

CHILLED ALCOHOL EXTRACTION

- 4 STEP HIGH EFFICIENCY FILTRATION
- FAST EXTRACTION RATES
- EASY TO USE AND CLEAN
- HIGH RELIABILITY
- CONSISTENT TINCTURE
- VISUAL CONFIRMATION OF SYSTEM HEALTH AND OPERATION
- REDUCED FLOOR SPACE REQUIREMENTS
- FDA COMPLIANT (GRAS)
- LOW, ON CONDITION MAINTENANCE
- MINIMAL MOVING COMPONENTS
- MODULAR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

SCHEDULE A DEMO
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